CommScope Debuts NOVUX Portfolio of Global Fiber Deployment Solutions
June 7, 2021
Available today, new Hardened Terminals, Compact Closures, and SEC and SRC Specialty Closures specifically designed to help global service
providers efficiently deploy fiber networks
HICKORY, N.C.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jun. 7, 2021-- CommScope today announced the launch of its NOVUX portfolio of outside plant terminals and
closures, designed specifically to assist global service providers in the quick and efficient deployment of fiber networks. NOVUX is the only FTTH
platform with an inherently modular, end-to-end architecture that allows operators to scale and shape their networks as they evolve.
This press release features multimedia. View the full release here: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210606005036/en/
The NOVUX ecosystem leverages a
flexible, modular, and backwardscompatible architecture that allows
operators to adapt and scale to a wide
variety of field applications. NOVUX
simplifies fiber deployment by allowing
operators to use 75% fewer components
than existing solutions while delivering fifty
times the number of configurations
available today. The system is designed
with sustainable practices for packaging,
labeling, and installation equipment, and it
features class-leading innovations like
CommScope’s Octopus sealing gel ,
which offers protection in harsh
environments while allowing easy access
for upgrades and regular maintenance.
“The demand for fiber broadband is
exploding around the world,” said Jeff
Heynen, vice president of Broadband
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Access and Home Networking, Dell’Oro
Group. “Service providers are under tremendous pressure to respond to this demand in the midst of growing skilled labor shortages. To solve this
problem, service providers require flexible and modular fiber terminals and enclosures that simplify the fiber distribution and installation process and
also prepare their networks for both today’s and tomorrow’s optical technologies.”
"Our NOVUX portfolio is all about giving our operator customers the highest degree of agility and flexibility in their growing fiber deployments,” said
James DeCoe, vice president, Network Connectivity, CommScope. “The new NOVUX range allows operators to maximize their network and respond
quickly to changing market conditions and high-volume demand. These solutions deliver unprecedented ease of installation today, with the flexibility to
ensure that the network meets tomorrow’s needs. Furthermore, CommScope offers our customers the security of a dedicated, agile global supply
chain built on common platform designs and processes.”
NOVUX Portfolio
NOVUX closures and terminals follow in the footsteps of CommScope’s Fiber Optic Splice Closure , FIST Modular Splice Closure, and Multi-Service
Terminals (MST)—which have earned the trust of leading operators around the globe. The NOVUX portfolio was designed with direct input from
multiple network operators around the globe. It represents a step forward in fiber deployment solutions and is made possible by CommScope’s
ongoing process of feedback and innovation for the world’s leading networks.

The NOVUX Hardened Terminals offer the widest variety of technologies available from a single platform: single and
multi-fiber, splitters, optical tap, fiber indexing, and on-demand hybrid configurations in a minimized footprint for optimal
port count and terminal size.
The NOVUX Compact Closures are the ideal solution for FTTH distribution and drop applications, helping providers
prepare for the future. Using state-of-the-art technology, the closure is protected from harsh conditions by CommScope’s
Octopus gel seal, which simplifies re-entry for field installers and gives operators peace of mind.
The NOVUX SRC Closures are the ideal fiber closure for repair, network extensions, and house demarcation—giving
providers the agility and flexibility to use it in last-mile fiber network applications, both above and below ground.
The NOVUX SEC Closures provide an ideal solution for applications where underground work is difficult or impossible.
When used with the new CommScope retractable fiber cable, this solution brings together advanced patented technologies
and proven high-performance standards, while enabling rapid deployment for horizontal mounting on a building’s outer

façade.
As the portfolio expands, CommScope will roll out additional NOVUX fiber solutions to meet the needs of global service providers.
Availability
The NOVUX SRC 100 Closure and Hardened Terminals are now available globally, and the SEC 100 Closures and CSC 100 Compact Closures
will be rolled out across multiple regions in the coming months.
CommScope will demo the current NOVUX portfolio this week at ANGA COM, 8-10th June 2021. Visit the company’s ANGA webpage here.
All product names, trademarks and registered trademarks are property of their respective owners.
About CommScope:
CommScope (NASDAQ: COMM) is pushing the boundaries of technology to create the world’s most advanced wired and wireless networks. Our
global team of employees, innovators and technologists empower customers to anticipate what’s next and invent what’s possible. Discover more at
www.commscope.com.
Follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn and like us on Facebook.
Sign up for our press releases and blog posts.
This press release includes forward-looking statements that are based on information currently available to management, management’s beliefs, as
well as on a number of assumptions concerning future events. Forward-looking statements are not a guarantee of performance and are subject to a
number of uncertainties and other factors, which could cause the actual results to differ materially from those currently expected. In providing forwardlooking statements, the company does not intend, and is not undertaking any obligation or duty, to update these statements as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.
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